Determining the Similarity of Research Data by Using an Interoperable Metadata Extraction Method
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Abstract: Determining the similarity of research data is not a simple task, as the formats can differ widely depending on the domain. Especially, since many formats are represented as binary files, the raw comparison of these will not yield good results. This makes it hard to accurately tell how similar certain research work is by comparing the data. With the emergence of extracted interoperable metadata, a form to describe data has been provided which is independent of the data format. Therefore, this work tries to use this extracted interoperable metadata and create a method to determine the similarity of research data based on their metadata. The produced method utilizes domain knowledge about the extracted metadata and the way they are formulated. A baseline is created, and further methods are created to compare to. The results show that our method outperforms all other methods, especially the ones which are focused on comparing the research data itself, not the metadata. Since the results are promising, we propose further investigations against other datasets and possible use cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Typically, researchers accumulate large datasets while conducting scientific studies, which are often stored in various ways and locations depending on the domain. With the emergence of research data management and the FAIR Principles, scholars demanding to make research data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable [1], the current trend is to deal with this divergence. However, even though research data management (RDM) can provide platforms where research data can be stored and put forward recommendations for certain file types based on the domain, the reality is that there is no one-for-all solution. This is mainly because the scientific disciplines differ wildly and, with that, their data as well (e.g. texts, measurements, Excel sheets, and code). Especially since researchers aim to deliver novel studies, the choice for file types occasionally ought to be of a unique type to satisfy the requirements of a study. However, this creates a challenge when it is necessary to compare research data and assess the pairwise relevancy of files. While with texts, this might be an achievable task [2], with more complex file types represented in binary formats, this comparison
gets complicated very fast [3]. With different file types, this comparison can become impossible if one only has the raw binary format. Thankfully, work has been conducted to extract the most descriptive parts of research data and describe it as interoperable metadata [4]. With this metadata, a standard way exists to summarize research data, and it can be represented as a graph. Since with this, a uniform description of research data can be created, the task here is to extend the previous work and see how well this extracted metadata can be used to determine the similarity of research data, regardless of their type. The goal in mind is that such a method should outperform methods that try to directly compare two binaries of research data. Additionally, the created method should be provided as open-source software so that it can be easily integrated into RDM workflows.

2 CONTRIBUTION

For the contribution, we will shortly go over the background, discuss our approach, and finally present our results.

2.1 Background

The used metadata extraction method [5] [4] makes use of software like Apache Tika [6] to create interoperable metadata. This interoperable metadata is described using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [7] and makes use of ontologies like DCAT [8]. Since RDF metadata can be formulated as a graph, graph similarity methods are viable candidates for the similarity approach [9]. Especially, works about structural similarity [10] and entity comparison [11] provide some building blocks for the proposed research goal.

2.2 Approach

Our proposed similarity method makes use of interoperable metadata as a graph. Additionally, with our domain-knowledge, we identify several optimizations that we can apply to improve upon standard similarity metrics. These optimizations aim to Filter out unique subjects, utilize the metadata Structure given by DCAT, and make the output Simpler by removing specific relationship triples (FSS). These optimizations were applied to similarity metrics like Jaccard, Cosine, and a customized metric. Our favored metric for this domain is Jaccard, so with the optimizations, our proposed method was called FSS Jaccard. For a comparison, additional methods were created that do not follow these optimizations. Lastly, methods were built that compare the research data binaries itself and not the interoperable metadata. All of these methods were compared on an evaluation dataset containing research data. The implementation of these methods is provided in this open-source repository: https://git.rwth-aachen.de/coscine/research/semanticsimilarity. The code can be run as a service so that it is easily integrable in RDM workflows.

2.3 Results

For evaluating the proposed similarity method, it was put against the other comparison methods. They all ran on the same evaluation dataset, and the results were evaluated using specific test characteristics and reliability measures. They were chosen based on the works of [12], and [13]. The results can be found in figure 1.
Figure 1. Diagnostic Analysis

What can be seen from figure 1 is that FSS Jaccard (our proposed method) performs better than all the other methods when looking at the error values, reliability and inter-rater reliability. Especially interesting is that all methods based on the interoperable metadata perform much better than the ones based on the binary itself (Jaccard Binary and Cosine Binary). We discuss that this is the case because the interoperable metadata has more useful data to compare to, while binaries are oftentimes very hard to compare. The results for our proposed method FSS Jaccard are visualized in figure 2.

Figure 2. FSS Jaccard Results

The results in figure 2 show that there are not many outliers, and similar research data is usually identified as such. Especially interesting cases like smaller modifications between research data and research data which convey the same information but are in different file types (text and image) are accurately detected.

3 CONCLUSION

Our work established a new way to determine the similarity of research data based on interoperable metadata. First, we clarify our motivation, which ranges from the gen...
eral interest of figuring out how similar research data is to the problem of different data types. Then, we discuss the formal background and describe our similarity method. This method makes use of domain knowledge to craft a metric that filters the metadata, builds on top of the pre-existing structure, and simplifies it. The resulting algorithm is based on the Jaccard similarity metric, and we call it FSS Jaccard. We determine other similarity metrics to which we want to compare our similarity metric to on an evaluation dataset. The results strongly suggest that FSS Jaccard outperforms the other similarity metrics on our limited evaluation dataset. This is due to the use of interoperable metadata and the utilization of domain knowledge. Especially, the similarity metrics based on the binary itself perform worse than the ones based on the interoperable metadata. With this, we conclude that it has some merit to compare research data using interoperable metadata. This comparison has additionally the benefit of being type-agnostic and can even achieve better similarity results, at least in our case.
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